THE INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE FOR THE MOBILE GENERATION – ESTA5-MOBILE
Esta5-MobilE transforms your mobile device into a control PC – simply and conveniently.

Meyton’s unique control PC is now portable, and you can use practically every WiFi-compatible device as a control PC on your shooting range: laptop, tablet or smartphone. And getting started is really easy. Simply activate the browser on your mobile device, enter the IP address and the software will link you directly to the electronic scoring target.

Esta5-Mobile is future-oriented technology for every shooter.

Whether you are using Android, iOS or Windows, Esta5-Mobile only needs one HTML5-compatible browser such as:

- Chrome
- Internet Explorer
- Microsoft Edge
- Mozilla Firefox
- Apple Safari
10 REASONS THAT ARE SURE TO CONVINCE YOU!

1. Depiction of your results on a WiFi-compatible terminal device.

2. No installation, no cable.


5. Target changing* via the mobile device enables easy switching of target image.

6. Integration possible in existing MEYTON BlackMagic systems.

7. Configuration of target illumination with different colour and brightness levels.

8. Software updating of the electronic scoring target is automatic.

9. Continuous access to the latest software features.

10. Direct Link between the electronic scoring target and the respective terminal device.

ELECTRONIC SCORING TARGET + ETHERNET + TERMINAL DEVICE = GLOBALLY UNIQUE APPLICATION.
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Select your preferred target colour with ease using your mobile terminal device. MEYTON’s electronic scoring target offers you a choice between different (255) colour and (255) brightness levels.

**THE MOST IMPORTANT SOFTWARE FEATURES AT A GLANCE:**

- Select a discipline
- Configure the hits scoring mode and depiction
- Adjust the target illumination
- Clear depiction of the target and value of hits
- Display of hit position and ring
- Display of average value of hits and much more

* A target changer is required for target image changing and optionally available with the frame.